Topography of the Newfoundland

Line A1-A2 equals ________________
Line B1-B2 equals ________________
B3-B2 equals Length from ___________ to ____________
C1-C2 is the Slope of ________________
Drawing a line from D1 thru D3 shows ________________
D1-D2 Line of ______________
D2-D3 Line of ______________
D4-D5 Line of ______________
Drawing a line from E1 thru E3 shows ________________
E1-E2 Line of ______________
E2-E3 Line of ______________
E3-E4 Line of ______________
F1-F2 shows the dog’s ________________
G1-G2 Distance from ___________ to ____________ (50%)
G2-G3 Distance from ___________ to ____________ (50%)